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Abstract 
This study examines the concept of second language learning in Denmark with 
focus on how second language learners negotiate their identities in relation to 
language learning and integration. By investigating three language learners’ 
acquisition of Danish through key theories on the field of second language learning, 
focus is centred on the subjects’ lived experiences of the learning process within 
their everyday lives and in the classroom. Through interviews and observations it 
can be concluded that the teachings do not necessarily match the language learners’ 
needs for entering Danish society. 
 
Summary 
Denne projektrapport tager udgangspunkt i de aspekter der spiller ind, når et 
individ skal lære et andetsprog. Sideløbende med at lære et nyt sprog skal man 
forholde sig til de forskellige læringsprocesser som spiller ind. Gennem kvalitative 
undersøgelser i form af interviews og observationer, opnås en omfattende 
forståelse af individernes oplevelser i læringsprocessen. Der undersøges i hvilket 
omfang sprogcentrets undervisning matcher individets behov uden for klassen. I 
denne rapport belyses individets oplevelse af egen læring, både i hverdagen og i 
klasseundervisningen. Derudover undersøges individets muligheder for at lære og 
benytte sproget i konteksten, og i denne sammenhæng hvilke påvirkende faktorer 
der opleves. Der undersøges, hvorvidt individet griber mulighederne for at benytte 
andetsproget, og i hvilken grad kommunikationen mellem individet og modtageren 
bliver en succes i den specifikke kontekst. Ligeledes er der fokus på de processer 
som individet personligt skal bearbejde, for at kunne etablere sig i et samfund. 
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Individets identitetsudvikling fra modersmål til andetsprog udfordres på forskellige 
parametre: placering i samfundet, legitimitet som sprogbruger, og investering i 
sproglæringen. Ved at dykke ned i individets fonologiske og lingvistiske 
udfordringer kan vi opnå en forståelse for dennes læring i et større billede. På 
baggrund af disse undersøgelser konkluderes, at individet skal bearbejde de 
identitetskonflikter og ligeledes de barrierer der må opstå ved en blive placeret 
anderledes end forventet. Som individ må man selv stå for at opsøge mulighederne 
for benyttelse og tilegnelse af sproget uden for klassen, eftersom undervisningen 
kun i nogen grad opfylder elevernes ønskede behov.  
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Chapter I - Introduction 
Language learning is a topic that we touch upon every day. We encounter it 
through travelling, schooling and migration movements in a globalised world. We 
found the topic interesting as we have all experienced being in a context where we 
were unable to communicate in our mother tongue. This raised the curiosity of 
what processes made us feel insecure speaking another language, and how this is 
encountered in a language centre. Language is constituted by different 
communicative aspects that are developed every day. When applying for Danish 
citizenship or resident permission, one is usually obligated, and if not obligated 
then strongly suggested, to attain Danish language skills to form a part of society. 
While developing Danish communicative skills some might struggle to access and 
socialise within the new contexts. Being unable to communicate in the respective 
language means that one’s possibility of being a part of society is limited. Based on 
our individual experiences of language acquisition we wanted to explore which 
aspects are influential when struggling to be acknowledged as a part of society. 
With use of qualitative methods, this paper examines three subjects’ lived 
experiences of second language acquisition. The purpose is to get an understanding 
of the negotiation processes of the individuals’ identity during second language 
acquisition. 
Problem Field 
The broad subject theme of our project is second language acquisition. Narrowing 
this subject theme down to a micro-level of enquiry, we focus on the relation 
between subject and context in the process of second language acquisition. This 
project focuses on how second language learners will not only have to learn a new 
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language, but also negotiate their identity, and how this is experienced by 
immigrants in Denmark. Compared to earlier theories that broadly viewed identity 
as being a more or less a constant core in people, this project presents theories that 
suggest identity as being created and negotiated throughout one’s life (Norton, 
2000: 5). Individuals are here seen in a poststructuralist view as social selves being 
positioned differently in different contexts, with fluid identities.  
  
The establishment of the view on constant re-construction of identity has likewise 
reshaped theory on second language acquisition. Identity created in relation with 
the mother tongue language will be renegotiated when acquiring a second language. 
It is proposed that the learning context has great influence on the subjects’ access 
to different learning environments. The relation between the subject and context in 
a learning process is important when understanding how learning is accomplished. 
How the context corresponds to the subjects’ needs affects the individuals identity 
and motivation, which again influences the surroundings.  
  
The main concepts explored in this study are language, identity and investment. 
We investigate the classroom context and the students’ lived experiences in a 
Danish language centre where Danish is taught to adult immigrants. The subjective 
experiences outside the classroom are included as this is also a learning 
environment. Exploring the concepts in these contexts will provide us with an 
insight of the emic processes that learning Danish entails for the individuals. 
Immigrants coming to Denmark are expected to learn Danish to enter the labour 
market and engage in Danish society. Learning the language is considered as a 
bridge for accessing networks. Our interest is based on how the two language 
environments, the classroom and everyday-life, are opened up for the individual 
and how this affects social interaction. Language and identity evolve and are 
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reformed in social contexts. Opportunities for socialising are thus crucial when 
attempting to learn a second language and thereby create one’s identities.  
 
Language is one of the main concepts explored in the report, and is seen as a 
complex system where meaning is constantly negotiated. When investigating the 
language learning processes of immigrants, grasping lingual complexities and 
challenges will elucidate some of the tasks that the second language learners face. 
Conveying intentions and meanings and producing desired effects when 
communicating is not only dependent on lingual structure, but also on local culture. 
It is interesting how one might be able to speak a language understandably, but still 
be unable to access social networks as one wishes. Again, the distinction between 
the two contexts, classroom and everyday-life, reveals how second language 
learners might feel lingually confident and accepted in one context, but not in the 
other. To illuminate the complex process which second language learners 
encounter, it is of great importance to include semiotics. 
  
Traditionally, language learning takes a structural and functional approach, 
focusing on communicative language learning. The theoretical perspective, which 
is applied in this project, suggests that an addition must be made, that of identity 
negotiation through language socialisation, which is fundamental for the language 
skills. Merging these different dimensions of second language learning and 
investigating how they relate to the two contexts and the subjects, allows us to 
create an understanding of second language learning in Denmark.  
Problem Formulation 
How do second language learners of Danish negotiate their identities in relation to 
the language learning and integration? 
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Research Questions 
What is meant by the concept of investment and how can it, together with theory of 
language, explain the subjects’ lived experiences of language learning? 
  
How do the subjects feel the teaching in the classrooms prepares them for 
socialising within society? 
Theory 
The theoretical foundation of this report revolves around the relation between 
context and subject in regards to second language acquisition with focus on theory 
of language, identity and investment.   
 
In the language section focus will be mainly on semiotics. We will include 
Ferdinand de Saussure, who focuses on structural linguistics, and then investigate 
more communicative aspects as we employ applied linguistic theories of Charles S. 
Peirce, Roland Barthes and John R. Searle. As our focus is on the processes of the 
individual’s experiences when learning a new language, understanding the 
complexity of language is crucial in order to recognise and understand the lingual 
challenges faced by the learners. For this, interviews are especially informative. 
Together with observations in the classroom we will gain a picture of the language 
taught in the classroom and how this functions in relation to the lingual issues that 
the interviewees experience.  
 
The language section will be followed by theory regarding identity. This chapter 
plays a significant role in the project as it describes how identity is constantly 
reshaping when learning a second language. We will introduce a poststructuralist 
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view on identity employing theories of Homi K. Bhabha, Ian Burkitt, David Block 
and Bonny Norton. The different aspects of identity, such as third-place identity 
theory, power relations, negotiation and legitimate speaker will be introduced to 
reveal the individual’s motivation and position in relation to the target language. 
This chapter provides an insight to how language learning requires recognition and 
acknowledgement of both past and present identity.  
  
Lastly, we base the description of the term investment on the Canadian sociologist 
Bonny Norton, who puts it to use when investigating the relation between context 
and subject when learning a second language. As the problem at hand revolves 
around this, investment is highly relevant. The aforementioned relation will be 
investigated through interviews and observations, as this will give us a chance to 
learn about the subjects’ past, present and future which is important when 
understanding their investment into the target language. 
Methodology 
We have investigated our problem formulation with the help of qualitative research 
interviews and made observations during language classes to gain insight on how 
language is taught in a language centre. Hereby we are looking into two different 
but intertwined contexts. On one hand we investigate the context of the classroom 
by observing the class and on the other we are looking into the private context to 
illuminate the language learners personal experiences within the classroom, as well 
how their everyday life encounters with the target language. It is important to keep 
in mind that our interviewees are represented in both contexts but the information 
we gain about the private context is an exclusively subjective view of the 
individuals lived experiences. As our interest lies in studying the subjects’ identity 
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negotiation, we have focused on interviewing students and understanding how their 
identity is built up around the process of learning Danish. Furthermore, to 
investigate this, the basics of language and language learning will be explored.  
 
Interviews 
The interviews which have been conducted are all with students from the language 
centre Sprogcenter IA in Copenhagen. We have decided to focus on three 
interviews with subjects from three different classes, while attempting to gain a 
varied representation by focusing on parameters such as origin, age, sex and 
employment. The interviews were conducted in Danish to get a sense of the 
subjects’ level of Danish and their struggles with explaining themselves. The three 
interviews have been transcribed in Danish and translated into English. When 
quoting from the interviews both the Danish transcript and the translated will be 
included. This is to avoid inadequate translations since the reader may understand 
the utterance differently. The interviews were semi-structured with an outline of 
the topics that should be covered, and suggested questions (Kvale & Brinkmann, 
2009: 130). As Steinar Kvale and Svend Brinkmann suggest, we have used our 
research questions to form our interview questions. In the framework below, the 
left column contains the elements we wish to investigate to answer our research 
questions and the right the corresponding interview questions.  
 
Elements relevant to the Researcher 
Questions                            
Interview Questions 
Introduction questions/’Ice-breaker’  
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Create a relaxed atmosphere and acquire 
information about the subject’s 
background. 
 
 
 
 
 
Danish- acquisition  
Fathom the subject’s motivation and 
linguistic expression in relation to the 
term ‘investment’, and the subject’s 
experiences with learning Danish as a 
second language.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When did you come to Denmark? 
Where do you live and with whom do 
you live? 
 Where have you worked? 
 What did you do at your work? 
 Why did you choose Denmark? 
 
 
Did you know that you were going to 
learn Danish when you arrived? 
Which assignments do you like to do? 
Which assignments do you find 
relevant and good? 
Which subjects do you find relevant to 
discuss in class? 
How would you improve the 
teachings? 
Are you ‘yourself’ in class or do you 
feel uncomfortable in any way 
because of your background or 
culture? 
Do you feel at ease? 
Why do you think it is important for 
you to learn Danish? 
What has been the best thing about 
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Danish outside the classroom  
Get to know the subject’s opportunities to 
speak Danish in social settings and their 
involvement in Danish society  
learning Danish? 
What has been the hardest about 
learning Danish? 
 Has the classes at the language centre 
helped with this? 
Are you happy about the teachings? 
 
Do you feel that you can use the things 
you learn in the classes? 
Do you use Danish in your everyday 
life besides from school? (maybe you 
can give an example) 
Do you get nervous when speaking 
Danish? (maybe you can give an 
example) 
Many people say that Danes are hard 
to talk to. Do you think this is correct?
Do you feel that the teachings in the 
classroom prepare you to meet Danes?
How do you feel that you are met by 
Danes?  
Do you feel that you are fully 
understood when speaking Danish? 
(experiences) 
 Is there any situations/ experiences 
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with the Danish culture that you find 
hard to cope with?   
 
Firstly, the interviews began with introductory questions acting as an ‘ice-breaker’ 
and allowed for spontaneous descriptions of the subjects’ experiences. As 
recommended, the introductory questions are relevant to the theme of the interview 
topic (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009: 135). While interviewing we were prepared to 
be open towards new areas to deal with, put forth by the subject. Accepting these 
meant possibilities of gaining insight in areas we had not initially planned on 
discussing, but which could be relevant for the project. Instead of strictly following 
the framework, the interviewer would ask followup questions about the topic at 
hand. Kvale and Brinkmann emphasise the importance of modifying the questions 
to fit the vocabulary and educational background of the subject (Kvale & 
Brinkmann, 2009: 134). While writing the questions we were aware that the 
subjects had a limited understanding of Danish. This entailed that the questions 
needed to be simple and easily understandable, and asked with a clear 
pronunciation and unhurried talk. Two group members were present for the 
interviews, one leading the interview and the other taking notes and supplementing. 
We attempted to find a quiet and private place to conduct the interviews. 
Eventually, the decision was made to conduct the interviews at the language centre, 
first of all because this was the suggestion of the interviewees, and secondly, this 
was a ‘safe’ environment for speaking the target language. Our aim was to make 
the subjects feel as comfortable as possible to enable them to be relaxed and 
thereby speak more freely. Before each interview it was presented who would lead 
the interview and who would take notes to prevent intimidation and confusion.  
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A qualitative research interview tries to understand the world from the subject’s 
point of view. This is done by looking at the meaning of their experiences and 
lived world (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009: 1). The reason for using interviews in this 
project was to gain an understanding of the subjects’ language levels, their 
experience with the teachings in the language centre and in their everyday life. 
Through the interviews we were able to identify problems and struggles which the 
students experienced in their daily life in connection to language learning. To what 
extent the language centre is able to cope with these problems and provide 
solutions was another focus point during the interviews. The interviews 
furthermore focused on the subjects’ possibilities of speaking Danish in informal 
contexts, as this is considered important for acquiring language skills. Investigating 
how the individuals seized the situations in which they were able to practise their 
language skills in the classroom was an accessible area of study for us, and 
therefore our main focus on this was the opportunities of speech outside the 
classroom. In the latter context the issue becomes complicated as seizing these 
openings is dependent on context as well as individual agency, and our only 
knowledge of the area is based on the subjective experiences of the interviewees. 
 
All the interviews we conducted were recorded so that we had the possibility to go 
back and analyse underlying meaning layers. While transcribing the interviews we 
try to reproduce the specific pronunciation and grammar as precisely as possible, 
enabling us to have a closer look at the structure, function and meaning of their 
language. However, lengths of pauses have less importance and are therefore 
indicated in simpler manner. Following key was used for transcribing the 
interviews: 
 
Parentheses ( ) indicate a response or cutting off during someone’s sentence. 
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Brackets [ ] indicate the transcriber’s notes. 
Two full stops .. indicate a shorter pause, occasionally followed by a change 
of direction. 
Three full stops … indicate a longer pause. 
 
All citations from the transcripts are in the same language in which the interview 
was conducted and is followed by the English translation in brackets. 
 
General Issues of Interviewing 
It is important to be aware of what characterises the knowledge gained from 
interviews (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009: 47). These are important when trying to 
understand and reflect on the interviews we have conducted for this project (Kvale 
& Brinkmann, 2009: 53). We will in the next part briefly outline these intertwined 
characteristics. 
 
The interview is a constructed conversation between the two parties. Both the 
interviewer and the interviewee are co-authors and the knowledge from the 
interview is produced in cooperation (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009: 54). Knowledge 
as relational, focuses on the relationship between the interviewer and the 
interviewee who are producing the narrative. Both bring knowledge into the 
interview context which will influence the outcome, thus creating the description 
of the subject’s view on their lived experiences through the knowledge that is a 
result of previous negotiation by both parts. Kvale and Brinkmann argue that the 
way each individual sees the world is contextual, meaning that the knowledge 
produced during an interview is unique and dependent on the specific interpersonal 
context between the interviewer and interviewee (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009: 55). 
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When preparing for the interviews we were conscious that there might be issues to 
consider in regards to the project and to the interviewees. An academic problem 
was how much information should be given to the interviewees about the aim of 
the project, as revealing too much information could affect the answers (Kvale & 
Brinkmann, 2009: 68). Another concern was that the students’ classes were paid by 
the local municipality which means that we had to state clearly that we are from a 
university and not employed by any local authority in order to reassure the subjects 
that they could speak freely. An ethical issue Kvale and Brinkmann point out is the 
importance of an informed consent with a written agreement on formalities such as 
who is able to access the interview transcripts. We followed this advice thoroughly 
to protect ourselves as researchers and the anonymity of our subjects. For the same 
reason, all the subjects’ names have been changed in this project report. 
 
Observations 
In our project we have chosen to be participants when observing the students. In 
this relation it is important to be aware of our own role. Participating observations 
is research of human interaction. It is important that the researcher is aware of the 
partaking and influence on the situation and therefore involves the researcher’s 
subjective analysis (Whyte, 1984: 28). The methods that we found useful for 
making observations have mainly been found in the literature Deltagende 
Observasjon by Katrine Fangen supplemented by Learning from the field by 
William Foote Whyte.  
 
Observations entail a degree of interpretation, as it is the researcher deciding what 
situations to note down, thereby making a decision of what to include in the later 
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analysis. Therefore having an overview of the project focus and clarifying a 
general guideline for the observations before doing them is of importance, as it will 
affect how they are conducted. We looked at the interviewees’ behaviour, response 
and participation in the teaching to relate this aspect to their personal experiences 
of learning Danish. Furthermore, we focused on the exercises during class and the 
teacher/student relationships. While observing it is important to pay attention to the 
activities people are initiating including their actions and their speech. It was 
decided to emphasise participating observation, as we would be more engaged and 
the knowledge gained would relate better to our project than if we had been 
passively observing:  
 
‘Du blir engasjert og kan skrive om feltet med en langt større innlevelse og 
kjennskap enn en som kun studerer ved hjelp av mer utvendige metoder, der 
det ikke er snakk om noen direkte samhandling mellom forsker og 
informanter...’ 
[You become engaged and are able to write about the field with a much 
broader insight and knowledge than one who only examines using exterior 
methods, as there is no direct connection between researcher and 
informants...] (Fangen, 2004: 9). 
 
By engaging in conversation with the subjects, presenting ourselves thoroughly 
and showing our interest in them by asking questions about their lives, it was easier 
to understand codes and communication between the students and more reliable 
data could be gathered as they would feel less stressed in the observer’s presence. 
The attendance of two observers provided differentiated perspectives on the 
observations, thus varying the data. Revealing as much as possible about the 
project and the intentions of the observers along with being patient and humble, is 
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key when creating a comfortable atmosphere and avoiding misunderstandings 
(Fangen, 2004: 60)  
 
For this project the collected data from the classroom observations will, 
supplemented by the personal interviews of the subject, serve as tools to 
understand their identity, investment and learning. 
 
Analytic Strategy 
In the analysis we apply the investigated theories onto our empirical data. More 
specifically we will analyse and interpret our interviews and observations using the 
concepts of language, investment and identity. We will approach the interview 
transcripts and the observations hermeneutically: 
‘From hermeneutics, qualitative researchers can learn to analyze their 
interviews as texts and look beyond the here and now in the interview 
situation, for example, and pay attention to the contextual interpretive 
horizon provided by history and tradition’ (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009: 51). 
When working with the hermeneutic approach the interpreter has some knowledge 
and presumptions before exploring the empirical data. This means that while 
interpreting, new information will be viewed in comparison to these presumptions 
and thus changes the initial perception. As more data is analysed the new 
perception will change once again and so forth. This dynamic circle is called the 
hermeneutic circle and is a way of understanding each level of analysis added to 
the interpretation (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009: 48-50). Firstly, we will ask the 
interviewees about their background and current life situation, and attempt to grasp 
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their expectations and experienced needs which will be done by direct questions 
and interpretation of their answers. We will then proceed to identify lingual issues, 
exploring the communication in both the interview and the observations in terms of 
signification, layers of meaning and speech acts. These findings will be elucidated 
in a broader perspective as we focus on the subject’s life, lingual problems and 
lived experiences when learning a new language. Here we will refer to theories of 
power relations, identity and investment, and include our observations as we 
analyse the subject’s engagement in the target language during the classroom 
teaching. Arriving at a conclusion our understandings and re-evaluated pre-
understandings will provide a thorough and theory grounded analysis, approached 
from various angles. 
Chapter II - Language 
Theory of Language 
It takes more than merely learning the grammar to speak and understand a 
language. This is the experience of the participants in our case study when 
attempting to learn Danish and engage with Danish society. They have pointed out 
difficulties such as pronunciation, insecurity, nervousness and the struggle of 
accessing Danish social networks. In this chapter, theory of language will be split 
up in order to understand the many aspects of learning a language, and then 
reassembled in chapter four when analysing the interviews, thereby providing a 
nuanced interpretation of the challenges faced by the interviewees and how these 
are accommodated in the classroom. Furthermore, this chapter will outline the 
complexity of language and clarify the difference between prevailing meaning 
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systems and the negotiated meaning. Firstly, our focus will be on a structural and 
semiotic study of signs, paying special attention to semantic relations with 
emphasis on analysing meaning layers. Secondly, focus will be shifted to how 
language is context-specific, providing the same sentence with different meanings 
and functions. 
Semiotics  
When communicating with one’s surroundings a meaning is generated. By creating 
messages consisting of signs, one is able to exchange information with other 
subjects. Correlation of the meanings between the speaker and the receiver is 
dependent on the degree of shared codes and signs contained in the message (Fiske, 
1982: 42). To be able to identify why and how different meanings are created it is 
necessary to study the messages’ structure and the signs inside this structure; 
semiotics. John Fiske categorises three main areas: the sign itself, the codes and 
systems in which the sign is organised, and the culture where these systems and 
signs operate (Fiske, 1982: 43). Another important aspect of semiotics is the role of 
the receiver, as the decoding of messages is subjective and depends on a set of 
cultural experiences. We will use term ‘reader’ when discussing the receiver, as the 
reader is seen as more actively interpreting and therefore influencing the message. 
The reader does not only receive the message but is also part of creating a meaning 
by ‘bringing to it his experience, attitudes and emotions’ (Fiske, 1982: 43).  
 
Theorists have come up with different models of meaning. The American 
philosopher and logician Charles S. Peirce states in his term ‘elements of meaning’ 
that there is a triangular relationship between sign, object and interpretant. Each 
term always has to be understood in relation with the others (Fiske, 1982: 45). In 
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other words; when choosing ‘woman’ as the sign, the object which the sign 
addresses could for example be the Danish society, the interpreter is the sign which 
is created of the first sign: a certain type of female behaviour, speech and 
appearance, all dependent on our cultural experience with the term ‘woman’. 
Peirce subordinates signs into three categories: an icon resembles its object in 
some way, an index is a direct connection between a sign and its object and last, a 
symbol which only communicates meaning due to convention (Fiske, 1982: 50).  
 
 
While Peirce was interested in meaning, Ferdinand de Saussure, as a linguist, 
directs his attention directly to the sign itself (Fiske, 1982: 47). For him a sign 
consists of a signifier and a signified, where ‘the signifier is the signs image as we 
perceive it - the marks on the paper or the sounds in the air, the signified is the 
mental concept to which it refers’ (Fiske, 1982: 47). It is fundamental to remember 
that the signified is a product of a particular culture. The relation between the 
signifier and the signified is arbitrary which means that they are only related due to 
an agreement between the users (Fiske, 1982: 50). Translating a signifier into 
another language will not automatically translate the signified. If we translate the 
English word ‘woman’ into Arabic it will not necessarily create the same signified 
in both languages; the signification is culture specific as well as the form of the 
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signifier in each language (Fiske, 1982: 48). Both Peirce and Saussure mention 
convention in relation to communication and signification. Grammar, as well as the 
sign, both rely on conventions, while an understanding of something can also be 
based on one’s experience: ‘Our experience of similar signs, that is our experience 
of the convention, enables us to respond appropriately [...] convention is necessary 
to the understanding of any sign’ (Fiske, 1982: 57-60). Saussure organised signs in 
two different categories: paradigms and syntagms. A paradigm consists of a range 
of possible choices where one unit is selected in the end, the letters of the alphabet 
are for example a paradigm. It is of importance to note that all units in a paradigm 
must share some characteristics, thereby saying that they must have something in 
common. ‘B’ is a letter of the alphabet and is thus a part of the alphabetic paradigm 
- the combination of paradigmatic choices form a syntagm. An example mentioned 
by Fiske is that all vocabulary is a paradigm and a sentence made by selecting 
words forms a syntagm (Fiske, 1982: 61). It is essential to keep in mind that the 
combination of units is highly dependent on rules and conventions: ‘There are two 
types of structural relationship - paradigmatic, that of choice, or syntagmatic, that 
of combination’ (Fiske, 1982: 63).  
Meanings of Signs 
Roland Barthes, a follower of Saussure, expanded the issue of signs to also include 
different layers of signification; denotation and connotation (Fiske, 1982). These 
concepts constitute the main aspect of Barthes’ theory, as he employs them to 
analyse the interactive and negotiated meaning of signs.  
 
The denotative meaning of a sign is fundamentally interactive and negotiated; it 
expresses the commonsense, obvious meaning of the word. It is basically defined 
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by the question ‘what?’, and describes the ‘relationship between the signifier and 
signified within the sign with its referent in external reality’ (Fiske, 1982: 90-91). 
The other and more complex layer of signification is the connotation, determined 
by ‘how?’ (Fiske, 1982: 91). Connotation is also related to myth, and this second 
layer of meaning constituted by the subjective or perhaps intersubjective values 
which determines a sign’s signification (Fiske, 1982). Barthes uses a third term for 
analysing layers of meaning: symbol. Understanding symbolism requires again a 
shared reference to arrive at the same mental concepts. The terms metonymy, 
metaphor and index (as mentioned above) are used by Peirce and the Russian 
linguist Roman Jakobson to explain the same phenomenon as Barthes’ 
connotation; arbitrary ‘referential function’ of messages (Fiske, 1982: 96). These 
are the codes and signs, discussed above by Fiske, that mutual understanding of a 
message is dependent on. What is significant and challenges the language learner, 
is that all these are fluctuating concepts. Their meaning will differ within different 
contexts: ‘A myth, for Barthes, is a culture’s way of thinking about something, a 
way of conceptualizing or understanding it’ (Fiske, 1892: 93). It is important to 
understand the meaning of both the signifier (connotation) and signified (myth), as 
it is the combination of both that enable equal communication related to the 
specific, dynamic environment.  
Speech Acts 
The American philosopher John R. Searle emphasises the actual production of a 
message when communicating: to explain the significance of speech acts. In this 
regard, intention and production are keywords as all produced linguistic 
communication is uttered with a certain intention, which is dependent on being 
recognised by the counterpart to be understood (Searle, 2001: 80). Searle suggests 
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that productions of messages under certain restrictive frames, which he terms 
semantic rules, are the basis of communication, employing notions of ‘rules, 
propositions, and meaning’ (Searle, 2001: 81). In relation to the project, the 
importance of being able to identify the intention of the speech act is, together with 
the previously explained layers of meaning, constituting mutual understanding 
when communicating. The interviewee’s experiences the task of interpreting 
messages correctly and responding appropriately. In the analysis, Searle’s theory 
will be applied to the interviews and observations, as it can elucidate issues such as 
misunderstandings and difficulties participating in certain contexts as well as how 
the teaching prepares the students for communicating in specific contexts. 
 
The rules demand specific meanings and behaviour extracted from the message, 
but these will differ according to the context and conditions. This provides the 
same utterance with a variety of possible meaning, dependent on the specific 
intention it is produced of; the speech act (also referred to as the illocutionary act) 
(Searle, 2001: 80-81). Searle distinguishes between two sorts of rules: regulative 
rules and constitutive rules. The first set of rules covers norms and existing 
behavioural patterns like etiquette, whereas the second refers to the rules of games 
or certain illocutionary acts such as a promise (Searle, 2001: 82). Regulative rules 
influence interactions and relationships with others, however, these exist 
autonomously. Constitutive rules on the other hand create interactions and 
relationships, as an activity is built up around the defined rules. Concerning 
illocutionary acts, Searle proposes that underlying these are constitutive rules; ‘[...] 
the semantics of a language can be regarded as a series of systems of constitutive 
rules’ (Searle, 2001: 83) and furthermore suggests that illocutionary acts are 
likewise produced correlating with these. Despite the significant influence on 
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social practise, the rules are not easily recognisable, thus generating possible 
pitfalls when communicating.  
 
Another thinkable implication when learning a language is distinguishing between 
different propositions of closely related speech acts. Slight changes of structure in 
a sentence can imply other meanings of a message, changing the proposition and 
thereby the effect of the speech act (Searle, 2001). Searle’s final notion employed 
when analysing building blocks of speech acts is meaning. Adding to earlier 
discussed semantic theories by Peirce and Barthes, Searle expands the meaning of 
a message to be a function of intention, recognition and convention (Searle, 2001: 
89). To extract meaning from produced communication the intention of the 
utterance must be recognised, along with the conventions or rules of the conditions 
in which the speech act is performed.   
Negotiated Meanings 
All of the above discussed theory revolves around the different systems that 
language consists of. They have in common that these are prevailing systems in 
which the language learner must learn to navigate in. In the next part, the concept 
of identity will be explored, suggesting that identity is constantly negotiated. For 
some linguists, like David Block, meaning-making when communicating is 
likewise constantly negotiated reducing the prevailing meaning systems to 
potential meanings. This means that for example constitutive rules which John R. 
Searle attempts to define (Searle, 2001: 79) alter through individual’s subjective 
use and interpretation of them, producing new meanings. Viewing meanings 
systems, not as defined entities but fluid and dependent on the speaker and reader, 
provides another aspect to the different linguistic dimensions we have described 
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above, as it opens up for the subject reforming the systems instead of only ‘fitting 
in’. Mutual understanding of the message is thus dependent on the involved and 
their experiences of the sign as their negotiation of the potential meanings will 
define the meaning-making.    
Chapter III – Second Language Acquisition 
This chapter will introduce the different aspects of identity creation, drawing on 
Ian Burkitt’s book Social Selves and Bonny Norton’s Identity and Language 
Learning, including theory of power relations, negotiation of identity and 
investment. These terms will be presented and related to Pierre Bourdieu’s theory 
of cultural capital and the notion ‘legitimate speaker’, and will be the main point of 
the analysis.  
Identity and Language Learning 
As mentioned, identities are constantly re-constructed as a result of interaction 
with others. An expression such as: ‘to be a ‘me’ there has to be a ‘we’’, is rooted 
in a view of identities being created by the surroundings. This entails that in 
different contexts the same person will have different identities, making identity 
formation a function of both external and internal factors. There are many different 
social identities, but when learning a new language there are only two available 
identities: the native speaker and the non-native speaker (Block, 1997: 863). The 
American post-structuralist philosopher Judith Butler, mostly known for her 
gender studies, claims that ‘I’ is an active and motivated agent who requires 
linguistic practises within the nearest culture (Burkitt, 2008: 122).  
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Power Relations 
An important element of language acquisition and identity is that of power 
relations. Theories suggest that the most successful language learners are those 
who have been able to decide under which premises they wish to practise their 
target language and have, as a result of their motivation, acted upon this (Norton, 
2000: 5). However, the language learner might be unable to dictate in which 
environment they can practise, or will not be allowed to practise at all. An example 
of this could be somebody who is unable to practise the target language at their 
workplace. Being able to practise language skills while at work is a good 
opportunity for the language learner to learn about the language. Unfortunately, 
they risk being prevented from speaking the language, as they will have difficulties 
expressing themselves correctly. In case practising the target language would 
compromise their work efficiency, the subjects might be prevented by their 
employer in doing so. On the other hand a person high in command, might as well 
be prevented from practising a language, given that they had to uphold a certain 
standard while they are an authoritative figure. In other words, one would imagine 
that as long as there is a difference in social power relations, it can have an impact 
on the possibilities of language practise. 
Negotiation of Identity 
When a person attempts to learn a new language, there can be various personal 
reasons for being unable to fully commit to the cause (Norton, 2000: 104, 127-129). 
This does not necessarily imply that their motivation is low, but it could be the 
result of an important personal character trait having to be compromised in the 
language learning process. This can lead to personality conflicts, in which the 
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person is forced to either compromise or limit their language learning in order to 
avoid conflict (Norton, 2000: 105). Reflecting upon this, it does not necessarily 
mean a complete loss of opportunity for practise, but rather that a blockade from 
learning can appear whenever certain traits are confronted. Unlike when power 
relations determine one’s ability to practise (Norton, 2000: 7-9), the personality 
conflicts come from within the person, and therefore do not explicitly prevent the 
person from practising as it is a personal matter whether or not they chose to 
disregard it (Norton, 2000: 104). Despite it being an active choice, it can be 
interpreted that to the person in question it might not be a case of choosing, but 
rather an unavoidable consequence. 
 
These identity conflicts also apply time-wise, as two identities - the one from the 
past and one in the present, might be experienced simultaneously. Past identity is 
the subject’s former experiences and life situation and the present identity is the 
one that the individual seeks. Usually this unstable situation leads to struggle and 
emergence of third-place identities (Block, 2008: 867). In the referenced article, 
David Block cites Homi K. Bhabha and his third-place identity theory talking 
about ‘half-and-half’ identity (Block, 2008: 867). The past and present transform 
each other into the new ‘third’ identity. This process is common among immigrants 
when identifying themselves as they will assert to their past instead of their present 
identity. It is very usual that the present identity causes uncertainty or feelings of 
being apart from society. At this time the person might feel weak and unable to 
choose and therefore feel stuck in between (Block, 2008: 865).  
 
The social context must be welcoming for an individual to enter the community 
(Block, 2008: 865). The subjects’ participation and their proficiency of the second 
language play an important role when creating a new identity. If a subject is 
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accepted, their confidence when speaking the new language will rise. Thereby the 
subject will close in on the sought identity.  
 
There could be cases when the subject chooses not to participate, which has 
consequences for their access to society. For example, if the individual chooses to 
speak a language, namely a mother tongue, which is easier to access and express 
opinions in, the past identity takes over the present identity - the usage of the new 
language is not prioritised. This raises the questions of how the subject is perceived 
by others when they are not using the target language. Active interaction with the 
surroundings through communication might entail external perception as a native 
speaker, resulting in a positive perception of the subject and a merging of the 
conflicting identities. The subjects eventually become who they strive to be, but at 
the same time still hold on to their previous identity (Block, 1997: 864). Entering 
the new social context shapes the new identity of a language learner, with the result 
of nearing the position in society that the individual seeks.  
Cultural Capital 
The French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu first published his text The Forms of 
Capital (1997) in 1986, which has had significant influence on later educational 
theory. He introduces three forms of capital; economic, social and cultural. The 
economic terms used in his work reflects his Marxist point of departure, as he 
focuses on the materialistic and symbolic values of the individual and how they 
affect accessibility to attain further capital. Bourdieu’s three forms of capital define 
the economic capital as something that can be converted into money and other 
material objects. The social capital can be seen as the network the individual is in 
and the connections one acquires in the context. Cultural capital on the other hand 
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can be viewed as the scholastic achievements of individuals from different social 
classes. 
 
Bonny Norton argues that it is important to look at Bourdieu’s economic 
metaphors to understand the ambivalent feelings of the language learner when 
acquiring a second language (Norton, 2000: 10). As Bourdieu focuses on the 
relationship between habits and symbolic power, especially his notion of cultural 
capital proves significant when investigating the barriers experienced by the 
language learner. Bourdieu relates the term cultural capital to symbolic values such 
as the specific knowledge and thoughts of a class or group in a certain social 
context (Norton, 2000). Therefore the exchange value of different forms of cultural 
capital will be transformable as it is context-specific (Norton 2000: 10). 
 
Bourdieu distinguishes between three states of cultural capital; the embodied, the 
objectified and the institutionalised state (Bourdieu, 1997: 47). 
 
All three of them can be related to educational skills: 
● Embodied state: cultural capital in the form of mind and body cultivation. 
Embodied cultural capital is not easily transmitted and requires long-time 
investment by the subject to incorporate (Bourdieu, 1997: 48). Bourdieu 
describes the embodied cultural capital as ‘external wealth converted into an 
integral part of the person’ (Bourdieu, 1997: 48). Knowledge and 
cultivation attained throughout educational experiences will be embodied 
and is exchangeable for material capital such as high wages. 
● Objectified state: cultural capital which is objectified in the external world as 
goods such as books, pictures or machines, signifying cultural wealth 
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(Bourdieu, 1997: 50). Attending a well-recognised educational institution or 
exhibiting a highly cultivated bookshelf at home objectifies the embodied 
cultural capital, and can thus be claimed to be an extension and visualisation 
of this. 
● Institutionalised state: A form of objectification of cultural capital which 
refers to the constant value of legally granted credit of cultural capital. The 
institutionalisation of education, and thereby formalised capital acquisition, 
entails an official value which is transmittable and required on the labour 
market (Bourdieu, 1997: 50-51). 
 
Bourdieu’s three states explain the unequal scholastic achievements of individuals 
from different social classes by relating cultural capital to academic value. When 
acquiring a second language, the subject is attaining a symbolic resource as for 
example a higher degree of education has a significantly higher exchangeable 
value of cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1997: 47).  
Legitimate Speaker 
The concept of legitimate speaker focuses on the difficulties that the subject 
encounters when attempting to access a communicative network. The French 
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu introduces four conditions that the language learner 
must meet to become a legitimate speaker in a specific context. Bourdieu and 
Norton argue that conventional, taken for granted conditions crediting the listener 
or speaker worthy must be called into question (Norton, 2000: 8). We will use 
Bourdieu’s four conditions when analysing the empirical data in order to see the 
interviewees’ positions as speakers.  
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When analysing conditions for legitimate speech, Norton builds her theoretical 
approach on Bourdieu’s four requirements (Norton, 2000: 69). Firstly, the speaker 
must be appropriate in the specific context. Secondly, the utterance must reflect the 
situation. Thirdly, the receiver of the message must be deemed appropriate for the 
specific context and the utterance. Ultimately the utterance must reflect the speaker, 
context and receiver in it is phonological and syntactic form (Norton, 2000: 69). 
This is in contrast to earlier perceptions of possibilities of speech, which focused 
mainly on the agency of the subject, asserting that mastery of certain 
communicative competences would grant the subject a position of legitimate 
speaker (Norton, 2000: 15). It can be claimed that Norton adds another dimension 
to these competences, as she sees them as intertwined with Bourdieu’s four 
conditions, as they ‘must be understood with reference to inequitable relations of 
power between interlocutors’ (Norton, 2000: 15). Also defining the use if the term 
‘power’ in her study, Norton refers to Bourdieu’s capitals: 
‘In this book I use the term ‘power’ to reference the socially constructed 
relations among individuals, institutions and communities through which 
symbolic and material resources in a society are produced, distributed and 
validated’ (Norton 2000: 7).  
The speaker’s ability to convey a message and obtain the desired response from the 
listener is determined by discursive power relations that are unequally structured 
for different speakers (Norton, 2000: 113). An important criterion is that of 
categorisation into ethnicity, class and gender (Norton, 2000: 12). Being 
marginalised due to categorical belonging can entail limited speech possibilities 
and experienced inferiority, influenced by and affecting the prevailing structures of 
power. The above mentioned conditions and competences together with mutual 
understanding of the opponent conversational part as worthy are the determining 
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factors of being a legitimate speaker. This can be related to speech acts. As 
mentioned earlier, John R. Searle views successful communication as governed by 
mutual understanding of rules, propositions and meaning. Being perceived as a 
worthy speaker and listener requires an understanding of the intention behind the 
message and an ability to navigate appropriately in the frame of the constitutive 
rules at play. Misunderstanding of meanings will affect the legitimacy, disturbing 
the possibilities of equal communication and the negotiation of identity.  
Investment 
Bonny Norton tries to capture the ‘complex relationship between power, identity 
and language learning’ (Norton, 2000: 10) with her theory of investment. This 
notion is directly linked to Bourdieu’s capitals, especially the cultural capital. 
Using the economic terms, investment can partially be viewed as investing capital - 
with the outcome being dependent on the current economic market’s exchange rate. 
In the analysis, the interviewees’ experience of learning Danish will be explored 
employing the following description of the term.  
 
This economic notion is rooted in the above mentioned perception of power 
relations constituting a significant factor in second language acquisition, 
determining the possibility of Bourdieu’s term ‘the right to speech’ (Norton, 2000: 
10). Norton further expands this, as investment also includes the poststructuralist 
view on identity related to second language learning. Investment sees the language 
learner as a person who attempts to acquire a new identity as the language learner 
‘invests’ into their own identity while speaking the target language, but in relation 
to the above mentioned theory on identity ‘a learner’s investment in the target 
language may be complex, contradictory and in a state of flux’ (Norton, 2000: 11). 
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This provides an opportunity for a nuanced explanation of language learning, for 
example: A person unwillingly removed from a location of their mother language 
may struggle to find a reason for learning the target language, whereas a person 
moving for cultural learning may invest more to acquire cultural and linguistic 
related knowledge. When defining investment Norton portrays the language 
learner as a ‘historical language learner who desires access to material resources, 
that are the privilege of the target language speakers’ (Norton, 2000: 10). Second 
language learning is thus seen in relation to cultural capital, and motivation 
conceived as relational to the individual’s possibility of exchanging values. The 
main scope of Norton’s use of investment is the emphasis on how personal agency 
and motivation does not determine the extent of mastering the target language - 
even personal motivation is dependent on the learning environment and thereby the 
prevailing power relations. Simply focusing on the language learners’ motivation 
does not capture the intricate relations of power, identity and language learning.  
Chapter IV - Case Studies 
The analysis will have its main focus on three interviewees, all of them attending 
Danish classes at the time of the interview. The three interviewees are of different 
age and cultural background, but all attend the same language school in different 
course types: one in a DU2 class, another in a DU3 class and the last attending a 
DU3 intensive course. DU stands for ‘Dansk Uddannelse’ [Danish Education] and 
the number indicates the educational background linked to that class. Depending 
on a person’s previous schooling, they are placed in classes accordingly: Illiterate 
or uneducated persons are placed in DU1, people with some years of schooling are 
placed in DU2, and lastly, people with at least 12 years of education and a fluent 
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English are placed in DU31. All three classes prepare the students for the Danish 
labour market and for being part of Danish society. DU2 also prepares for further 
work education, and DU3 gives sufficient language proficiency for the students to 
take further education in Denmark and to actively take part in society2. 
Lóránt 
Lóránt is a Hungarian man in his late 30s. He came to Denmark around the start of 
2010 with his Danish girlfriend. Together they moved into an apartment in 
Nørrebro but he now lives alone in Emdrup. Starting at the language centre in the 
DU3 class was an early decided as he was admitted into the language centre after 
an interview only two days after his arrival in Denmark. Shortly after, he got a job 
as a bus driver for tourists where he mostly drove children around. The first six 
months of his stay in Denmark he did not spoke much Danish. As the children he 
drove around did not understand him, this was experienced by him as very 
depressing. Now Lóránt works as a service employee at the municipality of 
Copenhagen. He was hired as an unskilled worker although he has many years of 
education behind him; Lóránt has a bachelor in technology and before he came to 
Denmark he was working as a firefighter. None of this mattered when he applied 
for a job in Denmark although his education was accepted by the Ministry of 
Education. 
 
Lóránt also lived in England for some years where he experienced a more 
welcoming atmosphere than in Denmark. He did not feel labeled as an immigrant 
                                                     
1 Dansk Sprogcenter: Clavis. Visited 14th of May: 
1http://www.clavis.org/til-kursister/danskkurser/danskuddannelser-du1-du2-og-du3/ 
2 Danske Undervisningsministerium, ‘Danskuddannelse til voksne udlændinge’. Visited 20th of May: 
http://www.uvm.dk/Uddannelser-og-dagtilbud/Uddannelser-til-voksne/Overblik-over-voksenuddannelser/Dansk-
for-voksne-udlaendinge/Danskuddannelse-til-voksne-udlaendinge 
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and it was easier to get in contact with people according to him. In Denmark 
Lóránt perceives it as very difficult to get in contact with Danes as they can be 
reserved. Lóránt is insecure about his Danish, but feels that it has improved and he 
sees new possibilities in his daily life. Along with his improving Danish language 
skills he has gradually begun to speak Danish at his work. In the start of his stay in 
Denmark, Lóránt only spoke with two out of his twenty colleagues but now, as he 
speaks Danish, he communicates with fifteen out of twenty.  
 
Lóránt has a clear idea of how he prefers to learn Danish. Generally, he likes 
constructive critique. As a result, reading and pronunciation exercises fit him best. 
He dislikes group work as in this situation he will only speak Danish with other 
low skilled students who are unqualified to correct his pronunciation and grammar. 
Overall his experience of learning Danish is that his language skills are developing, 
but the teaching does not necessarily prepare him to interact with Danes in society. 
Lóránt’s main reason for learning Danish is to be integrated and accepted into 
society - he feels he cannot reach a satisfying quality of life without. 
General Lingual Aspects 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, language consists of a lot more than grammar and 
syntax. Lóránt’s Danish has improved significantly since the first six months of his 
stay in Denmark, but even though speaking sufficient Danish to participate in a 
fruitful Danish interview for forty minutes, he still experiences many challenges 
when attempting to improve his language skills. He mentions that especially 
pronunciation is an obstacle for him, but also talks about the difficulties of 
practising Danish outside class, how language is not easily translated and the 
necessity of knowing the culture.  
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Pronunciation 
All the interviewees experience pronunciation as the hardest part of learning 
Danish. Lóránt expresses frustration of not being understood despite his effort to 
practise Danish outside class and blames it on his pronunciation of the words. He 
mentions how the language spoken in class is insufficient for the outside world:  
‘Jamen vi var høre.. vi var høre men hvordan man kan.. det var det var ikke 
nok. Det var ikke nok til at danskerne kunne forstå mig. Det var nok til de 
andre udlændinge kunne forstå mig helt tydeligt.’ 
[But we were hear.. we were hear but how can you...it was it was not enough. 
It was not enough for Danes to understand me. It was enough for the other 
foreigners could understand me very clearly] (Lóránt, 2013). 
His conversation with his classmates during the breaks were in Danish where he 
seemed confident, but trying to speak Danish with strangers in the public sphere 
proves difficult as his experience is that in ‘ni ud af ti’ [nine out of ten] (Lóránt, 
2013) cases, Danes will respond in English. Unconventional, pronunciation is an 
index for being a foreigner whereas a native-speaker might automatically perceive 
English as an easier way of communicating. Phonological inaccuracy will affect 
the signified, as the signifier slightly differs from convention. The reader might 
struggle to understand the meaning of the sign (the uttered word) and end up with a 
different mental concept than the speaker. It is visible how the interpretation of the 
sign by the reader is crucial for mutual understanding. As the interviewees speak 
with different pronunciations, the reader might be occupied with interpreting other 
aspects of the communication such as origin, positioning, communicative 
competences and possibilities of continuous conversation. 
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During a conversation with Lóránt while doing observations of his class, he talked 
about how the written exercises could just as well be done at home to allow using 
the time in class to talk and practise pronunciation as he really wants to be 
corrected in order to improve this. The teacher expressed the same opinion, 
commenting on how pupils are able to pass the exams without talking Danish at a 
conversational level. He also expressed frustration over the form of the exam 
where there is too much focus on the written part. He saw this unrelated to the 
learner’s everyday-life and needs, but felt forced to focus only on writing and 
reading in the class as the exams were due soon at the point of time we were 
observing. Reading a grammatically correct text will expand the knowledge of 
grammar and syntax, along with meanings and cultural lingual traditions, but 
actually practising the production of the message is hard, especially when attaining 
a platform for outside the classroom. 
Environments 
Different communication opportunities are experienced depending on the 
environment. In Lóránt’s class, his possibilities are good and at work they increase 
as his language skills improve, but in public Danish conversations are hard to start. 
Accessing the private-sphere of others is difficult and he sees a separation between 
Danes and foreigners; 
‘Jaer.. det, men man kan ikke sige så tydeligt. Vi snakker med hinanden i 
kaffepausen... men øhh, som.. andre siger, du bliver kun accepteret når du 
bli’r inviteret i deres hjem og det kun sket to gange på tre år.’ 
[Yeah.. it but you cannot say so clearly. We talk with each other during the 
coffee break.. but eh, as.. others say, you are only accepted when you get 
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invited in their homes and that only happen two times in three years] (Lóránt, 
2013).  
The different possibilities for communication in the environments can be due to 
accessibility. As Lóránt says, an invitation is required to enter somebody’s home, 
which is opposed to the public sphere, but there are also the expectations of the 
amount of communication required. In public, the reader might not feel the 
necessity to communicate extensively, as it can be claimed that the prevailing 
system of constitutive rules in the Danish public-sphere legitimises a minimum of 
contact. At Lóránt’s workplace, talking to colleagues is considered conventional 
and therefore increases his possibilities of speech, but Lóránt also says that they all 
go home at four o’clock, allowing no further social interaction (Lóránt, 2013). 
When Lóránt left his job as a bus driver, a new system of constitutive rules of 
communication followed with his new job, along with a change of reader from 
children to adults, increasing chances of practising his Danish. In general, Lóránt 
seems more confident talking in the classroom-context than in the everyday-life 
context. In the first, he is surrounded by other foreigners and is also a given safe-
space for practising his language skills.  
Intention 
As discussed earlier, small changes in a speech act might entail completely 
different meanings; a slight variation of pronunciation or grammar can easily lead 
to misunderstandings. When Lóránt describes his initial communication problems 
in his first job in Denmark as a bus driver, he had no possibility of talking to the 
children as they could not understand his Danish. In the interview he describes that 
he dreamt about being able to communicate with the children, though due to his 
bad grammar and pronunciation, the sentence can be easily misunderstood:  
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‘Oooog jeg var køre med born og det var meget søde og jeg vil uhm jeg var, 
jeg var drømmer om de og at jeg ka’ ba tere med dem.’ 
[Aaaand I was drive with children and that were was very sweet and I want 
uhm I was, I was dreams about they and I can jus’ tere with them] (Lóránt, 
2013). 
The reader is unable to decode the sentence fully as the last part of his sentence is 
nearly incomprehensible. This gives room for interpretation: What is meant by 
‘dreams about they’? The desired effect Lóránt intended to cause is hereby lost and 
it is allows for a whole range of meanings all depending on the reader. 
 
Another issue Lóránt touches upon is the misunderstandings that can occur when 
translating one language to another, as the culture specific layers of meanings will 
not necessarily apply. He describes how it does not work to just move from 
English to Danish or Hungarian to Danish. This is due to the fact that translating 
the signifier will not automatically entail the same signified, making the task at 
hand not just learning a language but, in Lóránt’s words: ‘Jeg kan stadig forstå en 
lidte om dansk sprog som også er meget vigtigt.’ [I can still understand a littles 
about Danish language which also is very important] (Lóránt, 2013). Apart from 
knowing grammatical rules, it is equally important learning about the language and 
the connotations and myths related to the sign. Lóránt attempts to familiarise 
himself with Danish language and culture by for example watching tv-programs. 
He recognises the importance of both grammatical, paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
choices as he emphasises his wish for the reader to correct him when making any 
lingual mistakes. 
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Negotiation of Identity 
Lóránt is not held back by his past identity, but invests in his present identity as his 
wish is to be part of the Danish community. The process of negotiating his identity 
can be understood when looking at the realisations Lóránt has come to while 
searching for a job; first of all, the realisation that he was unable to work as a 
fireman had a surprisingly low impact on him. He accepted this fact and found 
work which did not require any profession-specific skills. Moving to Denmark 
included a shift from having a recognised cultural capital in the labour market to 
not being acknowledged as well-educated. Furthermore, the communicative 
obstacles mean that his possibilities of expressing himself in the target language 
and producing messages that convey the meanings he intends, constitutes an 
identity conflict. Swtiching between his past identity as a legitimate speaker in his 
home-country and to some extent in England, and his present identity of not being 
in this position means that he must negotiate his identity to suit his wishes for his 
future in Denmark.  
Legitimate Speaker 
Lóránt finds himself in a difficult situation as he comes from a country which he 
feels is a lot more old-fashioned than Denmark. He explains: 
‘Jeg, jeg, jeg tror at Ungarn er meget gammeldags (Interviewer: ‘Ungarn er 
gammeldags?’) Ungarn har 20 årig gammel demokrati, så Danmark har 
siden 1849 (Interviewer: ‘Det var flot!’) så det er stor forskel. Så vi er meget 
gammeldags.’ 
[I, I, I, think that Hungary is very old-fashioned (Interviewer: Hungary is 
old-fashioned?) Hungary has 20 years old democracy, so Denmark has since 
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1849 (Interviewer: Impressive!) so there is a big difference. So we are very 
old-fashioned] (Lóránt, 2013). 
Lóránt finds it difficult to identify himself with Danish culture. Being familiar with 
the local culture and thereby meanings, myths and connotation related to the 
spoken language and thereby fulfilling the fourth condition of Bourdieu is 
important in order to be deemed a legitimate speaker. Lóránt finds that 
understanding Danish culture is difficult because of the significant differences: 
‘Det danske er meget mere fri, så de også tænker på hel forskellig måde.. så 
vi er.. meget traditionel, meget gammeldags i forhold til danskere.’ [Danish 
is much more liberal, so they also think whole different way.. so we are .. 
very traditional, very old-fashioned compared to Danes] (Lóránt, 2013). 
Lóránt uses every possibility he sees to learn but despite this and his broad Danish 
vocabulary he still struggles to become accepted as a legitimate speaker. 
Bourdieu’s fourth condition, that the subject’s utterance has to reflect the speaker, 
context and receiver in its phonological form, is a problem for Lóránt as his Danish 
accent is weak and his proposition of sentences is unstable. Lóránt has settled 
down in Denmark and is convinced that he wants to stay, but feels that he is not 
recognised as part of society.  
 
Lóránt expresses that he is struggling since the work available to him is unrelated 
to his education. He emphasises this saying that even though he is qualified, it does 
not matter because of him not being a Dane: 
‘Jeg har en uddannelse som blev accepteret.. øhm, af 
undervisningsministeriet.. så det blev accepteret. Jeg er bachelor 
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teknologisk.. men det er lige meget (Interviewer: ‘Fordi du ik’ har øhh..’) .. 
fordi jeg ikke dansker.’ 
[I have an education which got accepted.. uhm, by the Ministry of 
Education.. so that was accepted. I am bachelor technology.. but that does 
not matter) (Interviewer: Because you do not have uhm..).. because I not 
Dane] (Lóránt, 2013). 
The education he has taken in Hungary is not valued in Denmark due to his lack of 
Danish skills. This means that despite the fact that his education should be a 
resource to gain more symbolic and material capital he is positioned as uneducated 
in the labour market. He has realised that he does not have any opportunities of 
getting a job related to his educational capital even though he learns the language: 
‘Jeg kan slet ikke få et job som .. Jeg, jeg tror.. jeg kan slet ikke få en job 
som .. faglært..’ 
[I cannot get a job at all as .. I, I think.. I cannot get a job at all as.. skilled..] 
(Lóránt, 2013). 
Danish society does not accept foreign educations which entails an identity conflict 
for Lóránt as he moves from being ‘skilled’ to 'unskilled' in the eyes of the society; 
‘fordi jeg ikke dansker.’ [because I not a Dane] (Lóránt, 2013). In spite of this, he 
is not lacking motivation; he wants to learn Danish and is still trying to improve his 
language skills by for example taking initiatives to follow up on questions during 
the interview. 
The experiences of not being able to express himself as he wishes along with not 
being positioned according to his own perception affects his possibilities of speech. 
As mentioned, Lóránt does not meet all four conditions of being a legitimate 
speaker, and as the mutual understanding is harmed due to his lack of Danish skills 
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he might not be recognised as a worthy counterpart and is therefore not seen as a 
legitimate speaker. He attempts to avoid being categorised as a non-ethnic Dane, 
but despite his own efforts of improving his language, especially pronunciation, he 
depends on the reader to accept him. 
Investment 
Lóránt seems to be aware of the challenges confronting him when learning the 
language. He is convinced that learning Danish requires constant guidance and 
constructive critique: ‘Jamen vi er nødt til at få kritik. Vi ikke her for at hygge vi er 
her for.. at være bedre.’ [Yeah, but we have to get critiqued, we not are here to 
have a good time, we are here to.. to be better] (Lóránt, 2013). As mentioned 
earlier, Lóránt finds it difficult to practise Danish with other immigrants since they, 
as he puts it, are not all capable of correcting him. He finds it important that 
immigrants attempt to participate in their surroundings and familiarise themselves 
with the local culture and language. Based on his opinion, investing into the target 
language and his present identity in the classroom context has, using the economic 
terms, a low exchange rate as the other immigrant’s lingual competences are 
lacking and thereby he does not embody further cultural capital.  
 
Lóránt experiences differences between Hungarian and Danish culture and believes 
that people from his home country are more old-fashioned than Danes. As he 
attempts to invest in his present identity as a Dane he is more interested in Danish 
society:  
‘Jeg er mere interesseret om Danmark fordi jeg bor her, men det.. man kan 
ikke være rigtig dansker, så.. jeg kan prøve at forstå.’ 
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[I am more interested about Denmark because I live here, but that.. you 
cannot be a real Dane, so .. I can try to understand] (Lóránt, 2013). 
Lóránt takes initiative to start Danish conversations and is thereby taking control of 
his own learning. He does this in various ways, an example is him visiting some 
colleagues for dinner, where he both socialises with his Danish acquaintances and 
speaks the target language with native speakers. His investment is also, to some 
degree, governed by his negative experiences from his old job, as a tourist bus 
driver: he had problems communicating with children during his work as they were 
unable to understand his Danish due to his strong accent. As an effect it increased 
his devotion to learn Danish properly. Lóránt is very aware of his priorities 
regarding the language teaching and clearly states his ideas of effective teaching 
methods. He is confident that being corrected during reading exercises would 
improve his pronunciation.  
 
Summing up it becomes clear that Lóránt is investing into his present identity, by 
exploring his current speaking opportunities in both contexts and not focusing on 
his past identity. The two contexts facilitate different degrees of investment: in the 
classroom he is a legitimate speaker as his ethnicity is unimportant and 
misunderstandings due to lacking language skills are accepted and expected. In 
society, on the other hand, he does not experience recognition as a worthy speaker, 
and this is reflected in his investment and possibilities of negotiating his identity. 
Meryem 
Meryem is a middle aged Moroccan woman who is enrolled in a DU2 class at the 
language centre. In January 2010 she moved to Denmark with the purpose of 
working for the Moroccan embassy in Copenhagen, where she cooked and did 
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maintenance of the kitchen area. She worked there for five years until she found a 
position at a Moroccan bakery. After coming to Denmark she met a Syrian man to 
whom she is now married. Her husband has been living in Denmark for 45 years 
and speaks Danish fluently, but at home they speak Arabic. They live in an 
apartment in Vanløse where she has mainly Danish neighbours. Acquiring Danish 
language skills is important to Meryem as she wants to be able to increase her 
engagement in Danish society, and she emphasises practical things like reading 
road signs or having the vocabulary to communicate with her doctor. She says that 
the teachings at the language centre have helped her to understand, read and speak 
more Danish. Sometimes she uses her Danish when speaking with her Danish 
neighbours, with people on the street and in supermarkets. During her time at the 
language centre she has focused on learning Danish with the labour market in mind. 
Her wish is to work at a nursing home but she is aware of the language challenges 
she has to overcome to work there.  
Reflections on the Interview 
After analysing Meryem’s interview and the observations of her, it became 
apparent that the data and information was not as comprehensive in comparison to 
the two other subjects. As part of the introduction to the case study of Meryem we 
will comment and reflect on why this might be. 
 
Interviewing Meryem proved difficult as her language level was significantly 
lower than the other interviewees, and she was unable to understand and answer 
many of the questions. Frequently she only responded with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’, which 
was often unrelated to the question asked. In hindsight it would have been 
advantageous to ask more simple questions and be cautious not to overburden her 
with words she would need time to understand. Her short answers might be due to 
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a combination of not understanding the occasionally extensive questions asked, 
and her not mastering a vocabulary which would enable her to explain further. This 
entails that the lingual analysis will mainly focus on the misunderstandings which 
occurred during the interview, and unlike the former analysis of Lóránt’s interview, 
focus on what she experienced as difficult. 
 
Another aspect to consider is that different members responsible for writing this 
report were assigned to conduct different interviews at different times. The 
intention of this was to have different approaches to the interviews and thereby 
produce varied, supplementing results. However, this came with the disadvantage 
that the experience gained from one interview could, despite communication 
between the interviewers, not be reused in the next interview. Thus the interview 
with Meryem was done without any preceding feeling for the level of language 
proficiency or any knowledge on how to adjust. Naturally, this was also the case 
for the interviews with the DU3 students, but because of the difference in Danish 
proficiency of the interviewees, this did not become an issue in the other 
interviews, as they were able and willing to ask for rephrasing or exemplification 
of the questions asked. 
 
Lastly, because of Meryem’s misunderstandings and tendency to answer despite 
not comprehending the question, it is impossible to be certain whether she is 
actually answering a question she understood or if she is just saying something to 
meet our expectations. This is only the case with the closed questions, since an 
answer to an open question would reveal her actual understanding of it. The 
misunderstandings could have been limited had follow-up questions been asked. 
This would have allowed the interviewer to interpret, rephrase and mirror the 
interviewee's answer back (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009: 136), letting them either 
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agree with the stated or reformulate the intended message. This would still rely on 
Meryem picking up on the interviewer’s misunderstanding and it is therefore not 
an infallible solution. Another way of avoiding the misunderstandings could have 
been to deploy silence to let Meryem ‘reflect and then break the silence herself’ 
(Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009: 136) allowing for further elaboration that might have 
resolved the misunderstandings. 
General Lingual Aspects 
The extent of the bad understanding between the interviewer and Meryem becomes 
clear when asked whether she uses Danish when shopping for example in Netto. 
Meryem thinks she is asked whether she shops in Netto, and answers: 
‘Ja, ja! Jeg bruger Netto, Fakta, Føtex, Jyske Seng. Fordi jeg boer ikke så 
langt væk fra fra Rødovre Center.. Og min mand elsker gå til Rødovre 
Center’ 
[Yes, yes! I use Netto, Fakta, Føtex, Jyske Seng. Because I live not so far 
away from Rødovre Center.. And my husband loves go to Rødovre Center] 
(Meryem, 2013). 
In this interview situation, the underlying intention was to explore the language 
skills of the interviewee and misunderstandings were expected, but in many 
contexts a likewise misinterpretation of intention and meaning will entail limited 
interaction. A further example where it becomes clear that Meryem does not 
understand the question of the interviewer can be seen in the following interview 
passage:  
Interviewer: ‘Nogen ting i den danske, i det danske land som du har svært 
ved at forstå? Altså det kan være på en arbejdsplads. Er der nogen ting som 
du synes der er mærkelige, eller familie eller opdragelse eller skole eller 
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supermarkeder, på gaden? Er der nogen ting som du synes der er mærkelige, 
at danskere gør som, øh, som udlændinge ikke gør?’ 
Meryem: ‘Nej.’ 
[Interviewer: Some things in the Danish, in the Danish country that you have 
difficulties understanding? You know, it could be at a workplace. Are there 
any things that you find strange, or family or upbringing or school or 
supermarkets, on the streets? Are there any things that you find strange, that 
Danes do which, ehm, which foreigners do not? 
Meryem: No] (Meryem, 2013). 
The question is complicated due to a very long formulation which creates 
confusion. The question as such should be self explanatory and short. That 
Meryem did not grasp the question becomes clear at her short ‘no’ answer which is 
not a proper answer to the initial question, only the latter. However, instead of 
asking the interviewer to rephrase the question, Meryem gives her answer and 
keeps quiet.   
Environments 
Meryem expressed a wish of increased talking in class, as what she finds most 
difficult is the pronunciation. Meryem highlights how Danish is often not 
pronounced as it is written: ‘Svært, meget svært, fordi de skriver ikke, de skriver 
meget, taler lidt’ [Difficult, very difficult, because they write not, they write a lot, 
talk little] (Meryem, 2013). Reading texts means taking the role of the reading part 
and interpreting the text, the meaning and the intention - whether it is informative, 
commanding, asking, etcetera. Meryem wishes for increased chances of being the 
speaker in the classroom, as this is the role she mainly finds difficult obtaining in 
public. Meryem mentions using her Danish in shops, but a conversation in this 
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environment is already given and structured. Meryem touches on the tendency of 
Danes to speak fast and mumble (Meryem, 2013), and the mutual problem of 
understanding each other especially due to pronunciation, which limits Meryem’s 
opportunities both as reader and speaker. The classroom-context provides her with 
few opportunities to practise her informal language skills and in her everyday life 
she mostly speaks Arabic. Only little contact is made with her elderly neighbours 
with which she, every now and then, has the possibility to speak some Danish. 
Despite also knowing French, Meryem faces a problem not encountered by the 
other interviewees who speak English, as her mother tongue and preferred 
language is Arabic, and very few Danes speak this. Arabic derives from another 
lingual branch and consists of a very different system of signs and structure. Her 
limited amount of Danish and difficulties with pronunciation and grammar can be 
traced back to this. The symbols differ to a great extent as the Arabic calligraphy is 
completely different to the latin alphabet to which Danish belongs to. Seemingly, a 
mutual understanding in a conversation with Meryem is difficult to reach as only 
the most basic meaning can be conveyed from both sides.  
Negotiation of Identity 
In the theory on negotiation of identity it was emphasised that there can be several 
reasons why an individual does not use the target language. In Meryem’s case, her 
job at the Moroccan embassy and bakery meant that it was unnecessary for her to 
learn Danish. Now being available on the Danish labour market has affected her 
motivation to learn the language and thereby shifting the focus from her past 
identity to her present identity. 
 
Meryem speaks Danish at home which means that she is in a constant flux between 
her past and present identity; between being home and at the language centre. She 
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wishes to learn Danish to enter the labour market but at the same she does not 
grasp all opportunities of practise, or perhaps cannot. As she states in the interview, 
her husband speaks fluent Danish but that they always speak Arabic at home. She 
is aware that speaking Danish with her husband would be a good opportunity to 
practise Danish, but she says that it is easier to express her opinion in her mother 
tongue. This means that the context of the classroom seems to be the only place 
where Meryem really adopts her identity as a language learner. Since constructing 
an identity in connection with the second language entails interaction with people 
speaking the target language, Meryem needs to interact with Danish society to 
become a part of it. She is also dependent on the surroundings to cooperate, as she 
will not be allowed interaction without it. 
 
She has an urgent need to develop her language skills, as it is required for fulfilling 
her future wish of working at a nursing home. Her ambitions in the classroom 
context are high, which is especially noticed during observations when she as one 
of few always attended class on time and stayed until it finished. When the teacher 
discussed subjects she found relevant; the future, positions in society and helping 
others and employment, Meryem showed great interest. It is interesting how 
Meryem’s behaviour in the two contexts is very different: In the classroom she is 
attentive and seems highly motivated, but in her everyday life she seems to focus 
more on her Arabic identity.  
Legitimate Speaker  
Meryem was the subject with the weakest Danish proficiency. Not speaking 
English means that she does not have a language to ‘fall back on’ if her Danish is 
insufficient. Even though many immigrants speak Arabic it is not a language which 
is acknowledged in Denmark as useful or beneficial like English, meaning that 
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Meryem is put in the position that she must learn Danish to interact with the 
majority of Danish society. French is, as a legitimate language, a possible 
communication platform for her to be deemed a legitimate speaker in Danish 
society, but again, as the number of Danes speaking French is few and engaging in 
a French conversation in public seems improbable, the opportunities are limited. 
 
Meryem does not meet Bourdieu’s fourth condition stating that the individual has 
to express itself in a phonological and syntactic form. She finds it difficult to 
understand Danes as they speak too fast and mumble. This has a great effect on the 
communication, not only is she trying to focus on what is being said, she also 
struggles to reply. This means that Meryem struggles to gain the position of a 
legitimate speaker of Danish when communicating with Danes. When first arriving 
in Denmark learning Danish was not crucial for Meryem since she only needed to 
speak Moroccan at her workplace. Now that she is out of work, she feels 
compelled to learn and she mentions in the interview the assignments should focus 
more on topics like work and job interview.      
 
Meryem’s language teacher noted that she is a student with very high attendance 
and our observations in the classroom showed that she did all of the assignments 
and replied in Danish when asked but she did not ask followup questions or try to 
engage in any form of conversation in Danish on her own initiative. In the break 
most of the students in Meryem’s class kept to themselves either doing 
assignments or looking at their phones. During the observations, Meryem 
mentioned a situation where she felt inferior and unable to communicate: when 
buying groceries in a supermarket she explains that she has a hard time asking for 
help. Once, she experienced that someone gave up explaining to her where she 
could find a specific product in the supermarket. In this example, the third and 
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fourth conditions are not met and therefore she is deemed an illegitimate speaker 
of Danish. Meryem is also not a legitimate reader of the utterance because she is 
unable to understand what is being said in Danish. Furthermore, she is unable to 
express herself sufficiently enough to get her point across. In Meryem's case, it is 
difficult for her to find her position in society. She wants to work again but not 
fulfilling the requirements of being a legitimate speaker of the Danish language is 
a big hindrance.    
Investment 
In the interview Meryem states that her dream is to work at a nursing home as she 
takes pleasure in helping the people around her: ‘Jeg hjælper altid de. Min nabo, 
øhm mang, vil øh, hvem vil noget, jeg hjælper.’ [I help always they. My neighbour, 
ehm mis, want eh.. who want to something, I help] (Meryem, 2013). By learning 
Danish, Meryem is gaining an embodied cultural capital which she can exchange 
for employment and thereby gain access to more symbolic and material resources. 
This also means that she invests in becoming a Danish speaker and is thereby 
negotiating a new identity. As stated in the theory on power relations, the most 
successful language learners are those who decide the premisses in which the 
language is practised. Interviewing Meryem it became apparent that there were 
opportunities for her to practise Danish that she does not use. Her husband speaks 
fluent Danish which means that she would be able to practise under her own 
premisses, however, in this case her ethnicity and gender might be influencing her 
possibilities. She states that it is her husband who has decided that they should 
speak Arabic at home, which could be connected to the fact that they both come 
from a country with a more patriarchal society. Her reluctance to grasp 
opportunities should be understood through the power relations in the specific 
context she is situated in. In the context of the classroom she has high attendance 
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and participates in the teachings. However, this context is a very structured and 
safe environment that does not necessarily reflect the reality of the life outside the 
classroom. Employment is clearly a motivation for Meryem and she needs to speak 
Danish to access the desired workplace but her lack of practise might prove to be 
an obstacle.  
Edward 
Edward is an American from Texas in his mid-thirties who came to Denmark in 
2012 with his wife Carol. They decided to move to Copenhagen and stay for at 
least five years after Carol got a job opportunity with Mærsk. When planning the 
move to Denmark, Edward and Carol had agreed to learn Danish but did not have a 
chance to take Danish language classes before actually arriving in Denmark. Since 
both are educated and are fluent in English, they were enrolled in the intensive 
DU3 class which they have now been attending for a year.  
 
At the time that the interview was conducted, Edward had just got a job at Novo 
Nordisk where he would be working in their production safety department. Even 
though the official language at Novo Nordisk is English, his job interview was in 
Danish and he emphasised that he wanted to speak Danish with his colleagues. He 
and his wife enrolled into the Danish language classes immediately since they find 
it important to engage in the society by speaking the native language. He explained 
that they did not want to be excluded from anything, so this meant being able to 
talk Danish or at least understand Danish. He adds that he had had a hard time 
fighting to learn Danish when his friends and Danes in general have such a good 
English proficiency level. Now that he has developed his language skills he is 
fairly positive about the situation. He states: ‘Jeg læser aviser, jo. Det er tosset!’ [I 
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read news papers. That’s crazy] (Edward, 2013). Experiences like this one have 
encouraged him and accelerated his pace of learning. He emphasises that for him 
learning a language in a year seems unrealistic, but seeing the results of other 
students made him trust the teachers. 
General Lingual Aspects 
The approach that Edward takes to learning Danish is in a high degree that of 
accepting himself as being unknowing of the complexity of the Danish language. 
This shows when he was asked about the teaching method in class: 
Edward: ‘[...] Tidligere besluttede jeg på at følge deres metode og spørge ik’ 
nogen spørgsmål om det (Interviewer: ‘Ja.’), fordi jeg så ehm.. resultatet? 
Interviewer: ‘Resultatet, ja.’ 
Edward: ‘Resultatet i andre elever, så .. jeg ved at jeg ved ikke nogen ting 
om sprog.’ 
[Edward: [...] Earlier I decided to follow their method and not ask any 
question about it. (Interviewer: Yes.) because I saw ehm.. the results? 
Interviewer: The results, yes. 
Edward: The results in the other student, soo.. I know that I do not know 
anything about languages [...]] (Edward, 2013). 
He mentioned earlier that being an American means not having to learn any second 
languages in school, since English is one of the most used language in the whole 
world. However, that also means that experience in learning a new language is not 
something to take for granted for Americans, and that is the case with Edward. He 
has previously had a fun experience when learning a bit of Spanish, but he only did 
it with a certain level of willingness to study - actually learning the language was 
not his intention. His decision to simply follow instructions reflects from this past 
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experience with language learning, or rather the lack thereof, and he is as such 
putting part of the responsibility on his teachers’ shoulders. 
 
Edward mentions how the pronunciation of especially the vowels is challenging; 
‘Vi kan.. vi synes danskere er lidt mere præcise med ehh, vokaludtale. Det svært at 
høre, ehhh, de forskellige lyde’ [We can.. we think danes are a little more precise 
with ehh, vowel pronunciation. It is hard to hear, ehh, the different sounds] 
(Edward, 2013). The paradigmatic choice within a word of a certain vowel 
distinguishes the word from others, which is what he finds difficult as he hears 
Danish vowels as very close.  
 
Edward experiences situations in public where he will respond as follows when 
addressed: ‘[...] “Hvad?.. Hvad?” Jeg kunne måske forstå hvad de vil sige, men...’ 
[[...] “What?.. What?” I might have understood what they try to say, but...] 
(Edward, 2013). In these cases, Edward might understand the intention of the 
speaker but will not respond appropriately and thereby often limit the length of the 
conversation, as fleeting meetings in public will not expand if the receiver is 
deemed unable to recognise the intention of the speech act. In public, people are 
less likely to have patience and take time to understand the immigrant, as the 
information sought can often be obtained from asking another person who might 
be easier to communicate with. Edward also has the possibility of speech in a 
private environment as he has Danish friends, but as he says: ‘Jeg møder alle mine 
venner på engelsk’ [I meet all my friends in English] (Edward, 2013). 
Opportunities for speaking are there, but even though friends might have the time 
and interest in talking Danish and thereby practising with Edward, this is not the 
case. In fact, when asked where he speaks Danish outside class, Edward mentions 
shopping. In this environment, conversation is expected and offers opportunity for 
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practise. The speech acts in this type of conversation are, however, governed by 
strict rules. Edward explains how the communication at the butcher’s normally 
evolves (Lóránt, 2013), exemplifying how the structure is already existing. This 
provides chances of practising pronunciation, but not as much distinguishing 
between speech acts and interpretation. 
Negotiation of Identity 
Entering a new social context, in Edward’s case Danish society, provides him with 
an opportunity to learn a new language and consequently recreate his identity. His 
present identity can be described as him being in a process of learning the language 
of the society he seeks to be a part of, thereby attempting to alter his past identity. 
By using opportunities to practise Danish, he is constantly re-constructing his 
language learner identity through interaction.  
 
As stated in the theory of negotiation of identity, becoming a part of a new society 
is not only dependent on the Edward’s motivation and investment, but also on the 
society allowing him to become part of it. It is clear that he has been welcomed 
into certain aspects of the Danish community through the similarities of his past 
identity; for example getting a job because of his education and his accepted 
mother tongue. For Edward it is not enough to simply be an English speaking 
foreigner living in Denmark, but by learning Danish he seeks the opportunity to 
live in Denmark and have equal socialising possibilities as Danes. Having the same 
opportunities in the new environment as he had in his home country is a reason for 
Edward to learn Danish. This does not mean that Edward has distanced himself 
from his past identity as he is still able to use his mother tongue to communicate in 
Danish society. It is rather a constant negotiation between the past and the present 
identity.  
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Legitimate Speaker 
As Edward is a native English speaker, this leads him to have the opportunity to 
communicate with Danes in most situations and contexts. Even when being in a 
Danish context, he can easily position himself as a legitimate speaker through 
English. The reason for this is that in Denmark, English is a highly accepted 
language since most Danes are able to communicate in English fluently on a daily 
basis. Edward expressed in the interview that this was not only an advantage but 
also entailed difficulties positioning himself as an equally legitimate speaker when 
talking Danish. In addition, Edward struggles to pronounce certain Danish words. 
In the beginning of his learning process, this forced him switching into his mother 
tongue as Edward would not be positioned as a legitimate speaker otherwise. 
 
Edward has an American/Western cultural background and a high educational 
degree. Working in the international and English speaking company Novo Nordisk, 
Edward would always be able to make himself understandable when speaking to 
colleagues. This entails both an advantage and a disadvantage for Edward. 
Negotiating a satisfactory position as an English-speaker is easily available to 
Edward, since he here can act secure and be assertive, but he mentions the 
disadvantage of having English as a mother tongue:  
‘Alle på gaden taler rigtig god engelsk. Det… der er ik’ nogen grund at 
kæmpe, at tale dansk sammen når man kan skifte til engelsk. (Interviewer: 
‘Ja.’) Det er svært at.. ahh.. kæmpe gennem de her.. øh. Kæmpe gennem 
sproget. (Interviewer: ‘Mhm, ja.’) Jeg synes at jeg lærer hurtigere hvis jeg, 
hvis jeg får mulighed for at kæmpe gennem.’ 
[Everyone on the street speaks very well English. It... there is no reason fight, 
to speak Danish together when you can switch to English. (Interviewer: 
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Yes.) It is hard to.. ahh.. fight through these ehh.. fight through the language 
(Interviewer: Mhm, yes). I think that I learn quicker if I get the opportunity 
to  fight through] (Edward, 2013). 
It can slow down his learning process seeing that he is not forced to use the target 
language. Edward points out himself that it is hard to fight when there is no 
necessity to do so. Had he been born with another nationality, he would more 
likely have been forced into situations in which he would have to practise the 
target language. Nevertheless, the observations emphasised that Edward spoke 
Danish throughout the duration of the class. In the breaks, he sought out classmates 
and spoke Danish even though they all spoke English. He seized all speaking 
opportunities by engaging himself during the class, in conversations during the 
breaks and by participating in the interview.  
As explained, everyone possesses a certain amount of symbolic and material 
capital which gives one the opportunity to negotiate one's social position and 
thereby opens up for obtaining more capital. Learning Danish will increase the 
amount of embodied cultural capital and the subjects will be able to exchange this 
symbolic capital to material capital. Unlike Meryem, Edward has an academic 
education raising his symbolic power. By exchanging his institutionalised cultural 
capital for a job he is able to increase his opportunities to practise Danish, thereby 
enabling him to negotiate his identity and becoming a legitimate speaker. Having a 
reasonably high cultural capital has a self perpetuating effect giving him easier 
access to more resources which results in an even higher capital value. 
Investment 
To understand Edward’s investment in learning the Danish language, there are 
especially three main motivations to look at: his wish to become part of Danish 
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society, his wish to uphold certain standards as a foreigner and the effect of him 
having English as his mother tongue. 
 
Practise opportunities Edward encounter in his daily life include activities like 
buying groceries and going to the butcher’s, but also watching the news and 
reading newspapers. At work, he is not necessarily required to speak Danish to 
fulfill his job, but if he wants to speak with his co-workers, he must speak Danish, 
and therefore he is currently unable to fully participate: 
‘Det officielt sprog hos Novo Nordisk er engelsk, er at alt skriftligt sprog er 
på engelsk, men, min, mit arbejdssprog er arbejds-[mumbles] .. er tale 
danske’ 
[The official language at Novo Nordisk is English, is that all written is in 
English, but me, mine, my work language is working-[mumbles] .. is speak 
Danish] (Edward, 2013). 
Edward wants to become part of his working environment and speaking and 
understanding Danish as part of this ambition. Edward views participating in the 
network at his workplace as an approach to Danish society, and this is one of the 
main motivations for taking Danish classes. This indicates that he invests in his 
present identity, using his cultural capital to negotiate and re-position himself in 
the context of his everyday life. 
Conclusion 
Our problem formulation raised the question of how second language learners of 
Danish negotiate their identities in relation to the language learning and integration 
into Danish society. By conducting interviews and observations we were able to 
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gain an insight into the classroom context as well as getting an extensive 
understanding of the subjects’ lived experiences in connection with language 
learning. The subjects’ negotiation of identity is evolving simultaneously with their 
language learning, as the development of their lingual skills enable them to be 
positioned as legitimate speakers to a larger extent than before.  
 
Exploring the concept of investment has enabled us to analyse the complicated 
relation between the subjects and the contexts which they experience, and how this 
affects their language learning. The individuals’ investments in the two contexts, 
classroom and lived-experience, are seemingly different, as they are met and 
positioned differently in each context. In the classroom, the interviewees  are 
positioned as language learners which is an accepted identity in this context, and 
thereby the opportunities of speech available to them is increased. Experiencing 
unwanted positionings, such as being an illegitimate speaker or unskilled worker in 
other contexts, are influencing the investment of the interviewees as their 
motivation is prevented in paying off or lowered. This has a significant influence 
on their language acquisition, as opportunities for practising Danish are decreased.   
 
The classroom is a platform for structural language learning. Still, the private 
context also has to be seen as one of the main arenas of practising their language 
skills. We investigated to which extent the students felt they were being provided 
with the right tools to communicate in a social context and all our subjects 
expressed difficulties especially with the Danish pronunciation. Minor lingual 
aspects have great significance for the understanding between language learners 
and native speakers, and therefore miscommunication can stem from wrong 
pronunciation. Danish society is difficult to enter, and as the access is hard to gain, 
there should be a greater focus in the classroom to practise conversational language 
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skills with more emphasis on pronunciation. This was the critique all our 
interviewees addressed to the language teaching. It was apparent that the main 
focus was to prepare the students for the written exams and therefore limiting time 
for other activities in class. Difficulties communicating will affect their investment, 
resulting in a further decrease of lingual practise in society. 
 
Analysing the interviews and observations through linguistic theory, has elucidated 
how lingual aspects, such as conveying intentions and meanings within the 
constitutive rules along with correct pronunciation, is part of what the interviewees 
find they struggle the most with. People seeking to receive a language certificate to 
enter the labour market might be rewarded in this aspect, but people wishing to 
gain better conversational language skills might not find that the course is serving 
its purpose. As unskilled students are unable to improve their situation of being 
positioned as illegitimate speakers, the language centre could accommodate this by 
providing help and guidance by offering their students supplementary courses 
focusing on speech and pronunciation. As a result of the increased speech practise, 
the students might feel more comfortable encountering native speakers outside the 
classroom which would accelerate the process of language acquisition.  
Perspectivisation 
During our project work we decided to focus on different theories which were 
important in order to understand the processes of language learning. These 
processes are demonstrated by the identity conflicts that the subjects have to 
overcome to reach the point of being positioned as legitimate speakers. We have 
introduced the theme of investment which in the beginning was intended to be 
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supplemented by the concept of affordance. Affordance is a study of a subjects 
communicative possibilities, which had given our study another focus, but we 
would at the same time be obliged to look at fewer subjects as the amount of 
theory and empirical data would have been too extensive. In the end, we decided to 
focus on investment as it served the purpose of the project well. We preferred to 
have a greater focus only on one of the terms to keep the frame of the project 
realistic. 
 
We started interviewing different students from the language centre before doing 
the participating observations of the language classes. We chose to do this as we 
were unsure on what and who to focus on during the observations. The idea was 
that after conducting the interviews we would have gained an understanding of 
which details to observe in class. One could argue that observing the classrooms 
first would have  helped us decide on which subjects to interview, giving that they 
were all willing to participate. There were different reasons for starting with 
interviews: firstly, on a practical note, it would be difficult to find opportunities for 
interviews at a later time, since the upcoming exams would reduce the amount of 
time the students could spare. Secondly, like mentioned, it would allow us to focus 
specifically on the interviewed subjects while observing. 
 
As already discussed, we came to realise that the interview with Meryem could 
have been conducted differently. We went through our interviews using the 
prepared framework questions, but without having thoroughly evaluated our 
analysis strategy. If we had considered this aspect we could have had a better idea 
of which interview methods to take in use and how to guide the interview in a 
more relevant direction.  
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